312 Washington P.O.C.

I am writing this letter because I feel certain rate changes need to be made.

1. As to "financed reporting" companies that the regulated should have creditors and TARP will need to the shareholders' and creditors. They would be entitled...
the ability to cover up losses.
In long period of time.

2. As far as the voting of stock is concerned, a new ballot system should be set. Also, vote of stock in a buyout this would mean many an employee would be protested against retaliation. Mean that Banks and others, it would who do business with afraid to go against management.
As you are aware, most people are too busy managing their lives to have people vote.

By making the above a secret ballot procedure, it would mean many stockholders would be prevented from voting. I suspect that a number of stockholders would not have been aware of this issue, since investors stockholders are given a right to refuse to sell.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Phone: 712-638-8346